ZONE/DISTRICT COMMANDERS TAKE COVER IN LIMZONE

The Zone/District Commanders flew into Polisnidha for their monthly conference on 23 July. Unfortunately Commander FIN was unable to attend. Seen being briefed “up the front” are, from left to right:

- Lt Col Birger, Commander AUSCON
- Lt Col Pillgaard, Commander DANCOR
- Lt Col Paichand, Commander Nicosia East District (CANCOR)
- Lt Col Walker, Commander LIMZONE (BRITCON)
- Lt Col Ebeltoft, Commander SWEDCON

10,789 MILES IN ACCIDENT FREE MONTH

LT Col J Paichand, Commander of Nicosia East District, offers the traditional champagne to Brig Gen CF Beattie, to celebrate this achievement by CANCOR.

SWEDCIVPOL MEDAL PARADE

On August 1st SWEDCIVPOL held their UN Medal Parade at the Four Lanterns Hotel in Larnaca. Nine policemen received the medal from the Force Commander, Lt Gen D Prem Chand.

UNIFCYP has started the operation to move those Turkish Cypriots, who wish to go to the Northern part of the island. Here a member of AUSCON helps an elderly lady with her possessions as she leaves her house in the village of MARD in Larnaca District.
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TRANSFER OPERATIONS

During the transfer operation in Paphos, BRITCON helped move half the remaining Turkish Cypriot population. A REME Sgt makes up the bus manifest from the peoples identity cards.

NEW CHIEF CLERK FOR OPS

Saturday 9th August saw the departure of WO2 Jim McCowat, the Chief Clerk OPS, from the Headquarters. WO2 McCowat spent 3 years with HQ UNFICYP and is now taking up the post of Superintendent Clerk HQ North East District as a WO1. We would like to wish him farewell and good luck for the future. His replacement is WO1 (Conductor) Bill Sykes. Our picture shows WO1 Sykes (left) learning the intricacies of the JOC from WO2 McCowat.

BRITCON NEWS

During last week’s Sqn RCT, the winners of the Cricket competition, took on a select Ladies team from HQ UNFICYP. The result was a somewhat amusing win for the Ladies. Our picture shows Miss Sally Bevan, from the MPPO’s office, about to bowl. If you look closely you will see Miss Bevan is holding two balls. This surprises us, as we were under the impression cricket was played with only one ball, but must have terrified the batters!

CRICKET WITH A DIFFERENCE

A typical event for Newcomers: no-one can find his luggage at first.

Typisch für NEWCOMMER! Keiner weiß wo sein Gepäck ist! Aber das gehört zu den ersten Freuden in Zypern!

EMPÖRUNG IN ATHENOU:
"DER STAB HAT ALLE MÄDCHEN, FÜR MICH BLEIBT KEINE!"

AUSCON NEWS

DEN ALS ERFOLGREICHEN KAVALLERIEBÄNDE NAMIEN ZUKOMMT COMITI ON ATHE-NOU steht ein Reittrab zur Verfügung.

The troop leader at ATHENOU, one of the very last cavalry officers, has got his own riding mount.
UN AUTRE EXPLOIT POUR LES CANADIENS

Le Contingent Canadien a établi un record sans précédent, en conduisant pendant 110,789 miles pour le mois de juillet sans accident. Depuis 1964 aucun Contingent sur l'île de Chypre n'a réussi cet exploit digne de mention.

A NEW RECORD SET BY CANADIANS

The Canadian Contingent have beaten a record by driving 110,789 miles during the month of July without any accidents. Since 1964 no other Contingent on the island of Cyprus have succeeded in such an achievement.

Les chauffeurs du Quartier-Général lors d'une inspection du sergent de transport.

The drivers during an inspection by the sergeant of the transport at the HQ.

MENEN - TULLEN

Jokas kolmas kunnan tapattu ja tapahtuma on aina tuottaa toista alkua, jolloin aina on toistaa. Miten se tulee? Miten se tehdään? Se mitä on oikea tapa ja mitä on oikea tekijä. Se, mitä on oikea tapa ja mitä on oikea tekijä.

SUOMI - RADIO

HQ UNIFICYP AND INTER CONTINGENT SPORT

Last week saw two other sporting activities in which the HQ took part. The first was the final of the HQ Tennis competition. This competition, which was a very successful event, started with an entry of 29 and was run and organised by Capt Boin Carlson.

The picture above shows Maj Sandell (right) and Capt Storreiter during a friendly handshake just before the start of the HQ UNIFICYP Tennis Final. Capt Storreiter went on to win this hard fought final by 6-2, 6-3, 11-9.

ADC to the Force Commander. The second event was the final of the Contingent Squash competition. Both these events were hard fought and closely won.

Here we see the two teams who contested the Squash Final. They were Camp and HQ UNIFICYP versus BRITCON. In the picture, the Captain of the Camp and HQ Team, Capt I.P. Copper, wins the BRITCON Captain, Maj D. Chappel, in the best of five. Camp and HQ, which included the Force Commander, won the competition which was very close at the finish by 3 matches to 2 matches. In actual games played, the result was 11 games to 10 games. Congratulations to both teams on a very exciting and entertaining competition.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNIFICYP

During the past two weeks the following contributions were made towards the United Nations Peace Keeping Force in Cyprus:

- Greece — $400,000
- United States — $4,800,000
- Denmark — $120,000

TRAVEL ACCIDENTS — UNIFICYP

| Week ending 6 Aug 75 | 14 |
| Same period last year | 14 |
| Total period this year | 195 |
| Total for same period last year | 177 |

LESSON OF THE WEEK

Reckless driving causes death — drive carefully.

HQ INNISH STAFF OFFICERS CHANGEOVER

Last week SWEDCON was visited by an entertainment group from Sweden. The group consisted of six persons and they gave three shows during their one week visit to Cyprus. The artists also performed in some OPs and sang for the soldiers, something that was very well received. The picture is from the last show at Carl Gustaf Camp in Famagusta. From the left: Lt Ulla Sallert, Lt Bo Sandblad and Lt Ann-Marie Ruden. In the orchestra played Lt Gote Wilhelmsson, electric organ, Lt Rolf Lowgren, bass guitar and Lt Karl-Gustav Jonsson, drums.

This week sees the departure of two Finnish Staff Officers from HQ UNIFICYP. They are Maj Lars Olander (left) and Maj Martti Hietalalhti (right). We would like to wish both officers a safe journey home and wish them and their families all the best for the future. Replacing Maj Olander is Maj Ilkka Kihonen and the successor for Maj Hietalalhti is Lt Cdr Sjef-Petter Linna (centre right). We would like to take this opportunity to welcome these officers to HQ UNIFICYP and hope they have a pleasant tour of duty on the Island.